Hatch Race Set to Run Sunday

Julia Arascon
and Cindy Gale
Arachwy Staff Writers

The Third Annual Kristen Hatch Memorial Road Race will be held this Sunday, October 4th. The race is sponsored by the Smithfield Lions Club in cooperation with Bryant College. The event is expected to draw almost a thousand runners and walkers to the Bryant campus as the race for which the festival will benefit the Kristen Hatch Memorial Scholarship Fund.

The race day is actually comprised of three main events: a two-mile walk of silent survivors, a one-mile fun run, and a TAC-certified and New England Athletics Congress certified five-mile road race.

The Springfield race chairman this year is Mike Sands, disc jockey at WSNE in Providence. Sands got involved in the event because "he feels strongly about drinking and driving in society. It is something I can attach myself to, and do something good for the community in the process." Sands stated he was "excited and honored" to be named honorary chair and said it give him the opportunity to "make a little difference."

Bryant president Pat Keeley will be the emcee for the days events.

The two mile Alcohol Awareness Walk will begin at 9am on Jacobs Drive by the Entry Control Station. The walk will proceed to the spring side of Farm Road, up Brayton Road, across 1040.5, and Farm Park, down route 7, and then back onto route 7 and end at the Entry Control Station.

Special prizes will go out to the first female and male Smithfield residents who complete the race. Men's and ladies "Citizen's Quart" watches were donated by Emplymaint Dourmate Jewellers. Dourmate is a Bryant Alumni. Other first place prizes donated include two all-terrain bicycles from New Courter, Inc., and Duxbury and Ray Insurance.

Two 13-inch color television sets were donated by Richard Zelano Insurance Agency and Gold's Gym in Smithfield. There is an overall schedule of events.

Professor is President-Elect

Margaret D. Phillips
Arachwy Staff Writer

Accounting professor Kathleen Simons has recently been inducted into the Rhode Island Society of Certified Public Accountants. President-Elect, Ms. Simons has been a member of the society since 1985 and has held an office position for six years: first as Treasurer, then as Secretary. She has also been on the Board of Directors of the Rhode Island Society of Certified Public Accountants consists of 1,557 different classes of accountants, such as CPA’s, academic accountants, and members not in public practice as well. The organization "advances the professional standards of accounting and... maintains the code of professional ethics for accountants."

The society also offers CPE or Continuing Professional Education. This is designed to help accountants maintain their license, and in order to stay with the program, one needs 120 hours of CPE every three years. Conferences are held to help with ideas on various professional topics, and on the types of committees that can be formed within the society. That far, Professor Simons has recently gone to Orlando, Florida for the conference. Simons says the society helps her with professional contacts, which can "funnel students to professional places," or enable her to give students useful accounting information.

Simons' new position prepares her for the Presidency which she will be inducted into next May. One of her plans is to "set up" a road race to raise money for scholarships. What advice would Simons give to sophomore and juniors preparing for a career in accounting? Simons, who has a doctorate in accounting, and has worked as a tax and public accountant, has some very useful hints. First, she suggests students take more courses than the 120 credits that are required. Courses such as Taxation II, Auditing II, a theory course, and an internship are suggested. In addition, she would like to see more elective accounting courses offered.

Bryant Still a "Best"

Pan Barry
and Scott Reuwer
Arachwy Staff Writers

Recently, Bryant College was ranked in U.S. News and World Report's "America's Best Colleges" article at the number three business school in the nation. This is the third straight year that Bryant has been within the top three in this report. In the rankings, Babson received a score of 100, Bentley a 94.2 and Bryant an 87.9. Bryant is not world-wide but with a campus in the U.S., Europe, and Asia, and is a member of the 2000 Club. Bryant has been one of the top colleges in the country for the past ten years; and in the past ten years, it has raised its student enrollment from 2,000 to 8,000.

Best Business Schools Ranked


Over-All Score: 100.0
Academic Reputation: 94.2
Student Selectivity: 87.9
Faculty Resources: 95.2
Financial Resources: 94.2
Student Retention: 87.9
Business College "Best Buy": Based on tuition
Babson College: $11,653
Bentley College: $12,000

The results appear in the sixth annual edition of "America's Best Colleges."
Reminder: Run to Remember

Every college campus has several major weekends throughout the year. Bryant holds Unhomecoming Weekend every fall and Spring Weekend tops off the spring semester. These events appear to unite the campus: students from all majors, classes, and organizations, whether Greek or independent, get together in the name of fun.

The Third Annual Kristen Hatch Memorial Road Race will be held this Sunday. The race, which is run to remember a Bryant student who was killed by a drunk driver while jogging, will be the grand finale of a whole weekend of events. S.U.D.S. (Student Union for Drinking Sensibly) Weekend ’92 was organized to promote the “Don’t Drink and Drive” message raised by the race.

Although this weekend is a new idea, it will hopefully catch on quickly. Many fun events have been planned for the Bryant Community to enjoy. But unlike Unhomecoming and Spring Weekend, S.U.D.S. is not a completely hedonistic event—it carries a message too. S.U.D.S. will prove that an educational message doesn’t have to be boring.

The other major weekends of the academic year unite the Bryant student body. Fall S.U.D.S. Weekend and the Hatch Race unite the entire Bryant community. This is the chance for administrators, staff, professors, and students alike to show they care about the rest of the Bryant community. It is also the perfect time for those who can all work together for an important cause.

Perhaps most importantly, this weekend is the perfect opportunity for the Bryant community to work with members of the student body and prove to them we can be responsible.

But you can’t prove anything if you don’t get involved. There are some Bryant College people already involved. Along with members of the Smithfield Lions’ Club and Smithfield business people, a handful of Bryant students, staff, and administrators make up the Hatch Race Committee.

To pull off a race this weekend of the magnitude, many more hands (and feet) are needed. If running or walking is your thing, register today for the five mile road race, the two mile walk, or the one mile fun run. The registration fee is going to a very important cause and you’re sure to have fun. If that’s not for you, volunteer to help organize the race activities. Anyone interested in volunteering should meet in the MAC at 7:45 a.m. Sunday.

Since everyone in the Bryant community is really about “Do your part—get involved.”

Kelly A. Cartwright
Editor-in-Chief
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OPINION
Students Take a Stand

Responses to President’s Vetoes of Family Leave Bill

To the Editor:

Marketing students were recently asked to take an stand on an important issue related to U.S. corporations and their family leave policies. The issue: President Bush’s veto of the Family Leave Bill — which would have required many businesses to grant unpaid leave to employees who have a new child or who must care for an ill family member.

According to a recent speaker on campus, the time is now and the place is here—to make a difference. What do students think about this business-related issue? More importantly,

What did marketing students write to state representatives?

"It is my generation’s concern that we fight for what we feel will make our world a better place. We are the only generation of my acquaintance that would care at all about a bill such as this one...."

I feel that being 21 years of age and a registered voter that I am entitled to my opinion and it is your responsibility to listen. I believe big companies should back this bill even though it will cost them money. It is an ethical dilemma.... and I support your backing this bill 100%!

...I believe that if seventy-two nations can have a family leave bill, then we should have one as well. I would like to commend you on your vote to override this veto....

...I am pro-business, but I am also pro-humanity. We must stop thinking about profits and start thinking about the people who make up the business. Please vote yes on the Family Leave Bill....

...When I enter the job market next May, it will be nice to know that the possibility will exist that I may be granted time off for reasons illness, or that someday my husband and I will be granted a leave so that we can spend time with a new born child. This is an issue that concerns many students here, and we thank you again for your support....

...I am a registered voter from the town of Blackstone, I’d like to express my appreciation for your vote to override the veto. Being former and about to graduate from Bryant College, I am concerned about being able to travel up the corporate ladder without having restrictions on my family life....

...In my opinion, the Family Health Bill is a needed addition to laws regulating American business. I do not believe the bill is excessive in its requirements that would be placed upon American companies. I am 21 years old and plan to enter the workforce in May, I would hope that by then, I would have the option to exercise the rules outlined in the bill....

"I wanted to tell you that I support the Family Leave Act. I strongly feel that it is a wonderful act...

...We, the United States, are one of the top most competitive industrial nations. Yet we are the only one without this Family Leave Plan. I don’t understand why this cannot be passed....

...As a future business leader, I feel that companies should proactively support a Family Leave policy... However, we both know that most companies in America need a little nudge in the ethical department. It is my understanding that President Bush is proposing an amendment to his recent veto regarding this bill. I feel that his ideas on this subject is absolutely preposterous. In voting on the bill, I hope that you will support the decision that is ethical and socially correct. My support is with you; the future of the business world is in your hands....

...This is just a few examples of the many letters that have been written in response to this business issue. These students care enough to take a stand.

Dr. Debbie Easterling,
Assistant Professor of Marketing

Play it Safe While Getting In Shape

Dear Editor:

I would like to address a concern I have regarding students jogging along on Routes 7, 116, and 5. My colleagues and I have attempted to advise students of the dangers of these Routes but our message does not seem to be heard.

NOW STUDENTS should jog alone at any time, especially on the dangerous routes I have mentioned. The traffic is heavy and most of the road is surrounded by vacant, wooded lots.

We have too many traffic incidents involving students along this route for me to ignore warning students one more time to use safer routes and run with friends.

I do not want to frighten students by supposing jumping out of my car and yelling, “Go back to campus, ask a friend to join you and use a safer route!”—but I have been close to doing just that!

At last Wednesday’s meeting of Women Educators of Bryant (WEB), it was suggested that I draw a map of a safer route that my colleagues and I use. So I will do just that and make it available to interested students on October 5 through the Student Activities Office.

The area I will suggest is residential, has very little traffic and will provide a scenic and safe course. It is good to see numerous students concerned about fitness. I hope you are able to combine wellness with common sense by choosing safe routes and going with a friend.

Thanks,

Barbara Gregory

Just A Reminder...
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To Editor:
What Is All This About Accreditation?

Bryant is currently preparing for an initial accreditation review of its business program. Since there are few subjects that seem to cause as much confusion as accreditation, I thought some explanations might be useful.

Bryant has been fully accredited as a college since the early 1960's. This accreditation has been provided by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC) which is the only organization authorized to grant accreditation to college and universities located in New England. (Colleges and universities in the south are accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.) Colleges in the western United States are accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges, and so on.

Once a New England college or university is accredited, it will typically undergo a full review by NEASC every ten years. However, colleges with problems may be reviewed more often. Bryant successfully completed its regular ten-year review in 1990.

In order to get a college or university's accreditation, individual schools within a university may seek specialized accreditation. For example, engineering schools are accredited by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, law schools look to the American Bar Association, and schools that have a program in social work can be reviewed by the Council on Social Work Education.

Business schools gain their specialized accreditation through the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB). There are approximately 1200 business programs in the country, of which 282 are currently accredited, including almost all of our competitor schools.

What does AACSB accreditation mean? AACSB provides a national stamp of quality assurance. The fact that a school is accredited by AACSB means that the school has undergone a rigorous inspection by a team of outside reviewers. These reviewers found that the school met a wide variety of requirements ranging from academic and full-time faculty coverage of courses to the assurance that the curriculum meets standards concerning depth and breadth in a variety of business disciplines. It also means that the faculty is sufficiently engaged in research and professional development to enable the school to provide students with current, state-of-the-art education in each business discipline.

What will AACSB accreditation do for Bryant? First, due to a variety of specific demographic changes, the College now has to draw students from a much wider geographic region. Unfortunately, some people outside of the northeast don't know anything about Bryant. This is where national, specialized accreditation can assist students and parents that the school offers an outstanding program and was found to meet certain standards concerning the academic strength of our program.

A second important area concerns career placement. A number of companies do not recruit at non-accredited schools. Fortunately, Bryant has done very well over the years in attracting recruiters to the campus. We want to ensure that, in spite of the economic downturn, these recruiters continue to come to Bryant. At the same time we also want to expand our recruiting base. It is only fair that we give our students every placement advantage that we can, and AACSB accreditation provides one of those advantages.

A third area involves faculty. One of the first questions asked by prospective faculty concerns our academic standing. In order for us to continue to attract the highest quality faculty, particularly in business, we need to have AACSB accreditation.

In a future issue of The Archway, I will continue with some information concerning what we have done to prepare ourselves for accreditation, where we currently stand in the accreditation process, and take a look at our probability of success.

Michael B. Patterson
Dean of Faculty
Associate Provost

Road Race, continued from page 1

also a Gateway Weekend槟ected by the Providence Marriott Hotel.

In addition, there are special awards in nine categories for the first male and female winners will also be honored, as well as the winner of the parent/child one-mile race competition. Bryant President William R. Trump will present the President's Cup to the first male and first female Bryant students to complete the run. Neon shirts will be given to participants who submit $100 in paid pledges. Food and refreshments will be provided free to all paid participants, and all runners in the race will receive a free white tshirt as they cross the finish line.

As of press time, there were approximately 400 registered participants; 119 for the walk, 37 for the fun run and 200 for the road race. All others interested can still sign-up until 50 minutes before the race.

Due to the decline in participation for the road race this year, the race committee has dropped its $57 campaign in hopes of recruiting 10% of the resident population of Bryant College within the last 10 days before the race.

All those interested in volunteering for the race, can report to the MAC at 7:45 a.m. on Sunday morning. The Kristen Hatch Memorial Road Race was started three years ago after her accidental death in April, 1990. Hatch was juggling along Route 116 when she was struck and killed by a drunk driver.

Be A Part of the Day...

Volunteers Needed for the Third Annual Kristen Hatch Memorial Road Race

Students are needed to assist with: * registration * time keeping * set up * prize tables * water stations * directions * and many other important areas to make the day a success!!

Won't you help?!

Interested volunteers: report to the MAC at 7:45 am on Sunday, October 4th.
New Addition to Bryant

The season of fall is a time for serious reflection. It is a time in which students return or start their college experiences, programs begin, and energy is high. An enthusiasm for life and a new respect for the living fills our lives. Fall is a time of transitions and new beginnings.

We must remember to take some time for ourselves and offer the full measure of who we are to each other at college and at home. Some people have no idea of the depths of their own strength when they have a faith in God. The time is now to explore those depths in order to reaffirm life in its fullest. Please take the time to extend yourself to others no matter what it costs because you will surprise yourself and others.

Some days there is a binding that you cannot explain—a restriction in the soul that can never be filled by life's byways. A strength greater than ourselves pushes, pulls, and tugs at our very soul's entity. It forms, molds, and envelops our very existence, and we can never go back to how we were before we encountered God. We look forward to new directions, and we must proceed onward trusting our faith in God. He will always be there to bless the faithful.

When our souls are struggling with life's issues, we must have the capacity to weigh the right and wrong of many concerns and develop our abilities to view ethical choices in order to arrive at the correct decisions. Each of us has different backgrounds and perspectives of life. We use different guides for our way of living (Torah, Koran, Bible, MTV, what feels good is right for me) so that our decisions are made with some insight and common sense.

Now, there are many choices and decisions to be made concerning a person's life, and a non-judgmental approach to those decisions is preferred but never truly realized. How will a decision affect us? Our ethical choice faced by many students was, "Should I protest or not?" Is this approach responsible? Are there other ways to resolve this conflict of the alcohol policy? There are so many questions that can lead to a serious reflection about our future at Bryant College. More than ever, our cooperation, trust, and patience will be put to the test. Our thoughts, words, and deeds concerning any personal ethical choice affect our living together at Bryant College.

We are responsible for one another. St. Paul offers some words of advice, "If one member of (Bryant College) suffers, all suffer together; if one member is honored, all rejoice together." (I Corinthians 12:26 N.R.S.V.)

My advice is to ask ourselves to reflect on what happened and to offer positive and constructive views to help us continue forward. Good Luck! God Bless!

American Red Cross Seeks Help

The American Red Cross is an independent organization primarily made up of volunteers. However, it is in great need of financial support and volunteer assistance. Its financial resources have been exhausted, primarily because of Hurricane Andrew in Florida, Hurricane Iniki in Hawaii, and Typhoon Omar in Guam.

The American Red Cross has provided emergency services to disaster victims since 1881. In order for the Red Cross to continue to prosper, it needs the help and support of people like college students.

The American Red Cross is a good opportunity for individuals and organizations to become involved in community service work and to make a difference in other people's lives.

What if your family was affected by disaster and lost everything? Wouldn't you want others to help? Of course you would! This is your chance to make a difference for others.

With parents' weekend just around the corner, this is a good time to plan to sponsor the Red Cross. You may consider promoting the Red Cross in conjunction with promoting their club at the various tables set up during parents' weekend.

Everyone is encouraged to get involved. This includes students, faculty, administrators, and even the local community. Anyone interested, please contact Lisa Lucchesi or Mark Francesco at 765-2500.

Fall Is More Than Just Another Season

Chaplain's Corner
by Rev. Philip Devens Protestant Chaplain

Part-Time Sales

- No Experience Necessary
- All Majors
- Flexible Hours

Smithfield, RI Location

Make the world a better place to live. Recycle!
Earn Bryant Academic Credit while in Switzerland and Europe

January Winter Session 1993
"A Bryant College International Tradition since 1962"

For the 11th consecutive year, Dr. R.J. Deluga will coordinate this academic, cultural, and social experience. This course is open to all students of all majors.

Departs (from Logan Airport): January 1, 1993
Returns: January 22, 1993
Cost: $2,400 per person
Includes: * 3 hrs. of academic credit which applies to social sciences, liberal arts, or unrestricted electives
* Roundtrip air via Swissair direct to Zurich/Geneva
* 20 nights in Chalet Colina in Switzerland Alps, Leysin
* 20 Continental breakfasts
  7 French/German/Swiss dinners

Optional (additional cost): Dr. Deluga will help arrange train travel throughout Europe

Two Informational Meetings: Wednesday October 14, or Tuesday October 20. Both at 3:30-4:00 pm in Room 246.

For further info, see Dr. Deluga, Suite F, tel.# 232-6279
The Power of Voting

WEB: providing education, assistance, and support to the Bryant community on issues of particular importance to women.

We're coming to you this past Thursday! WEB, along with Student Senate and The Body Shop, sponsored a brown bag lunch at Pappito Dining Room—and invited two fabulous guest speakers: Mary Alice Gaspard (a Bryant President, Rhode Island League of Women Voters) and Barbara Burlington (Rhode Island Women's Representative). Here's some of what transpired...

Mary Alice Gaspard started by saying that "the year of the woman"...we have a lot of catching up to do! She also cited a couple of recent polls which asked women to rate their top concerns related to this year's election. Both polls obtained similar women's concerns primarily focused on such issues as the economy, jobs, taxes, and health care. It was important to note that for both polls the 'choice' issue was ranked second to last.

Mary Alice ended her talk with marks by sharing a story about her Aunt Jeanette—who was married to Harry Jacobson—founder of Bryant College. According to Mary Alice, her Aunt Jeanette was quite a character—a bit of a tom boy and quite instrumental in Bryant College's early expansion!

Barbara Burlington talked about being a 'Woman of the House.' Barbara is a Bryant alum and talked about how her political and national background has provided her with credibility.

Barbara emphasized the power of one vote and convinced us that our vote counts. She talked about the specific work with which female legislators are involved (i.e., domestic violence, day care, sexual assault, family leave, etc.).

She had three questions for us:
1. Why do we hesitate to call ourselves feminists?
2. Why when women lose an election—do they hide and seldom return again to the battle?
3. Why there are glass ceilings in education—an area which women have "owned" for years?

Barbara concluded with a quote from Helen Keller..."the best way out is always through"—she encouraged us not so stay "out" but rather to get involved.

Answers from Last Week's Quiz:
1. About 80% of women in one poll said they'd best be represented by women candidates and...2. After the Thomas hearings, direct mail contributions to women's groups increased 30-50%.

R.I. Rape Crisis Center
421-4100
This space provided as a public service.

Are you tired of trying to remember your birthday hat? To order your birthday hat, just call 1-800-KAP-TEST.

RESEARCH INFORMATION

KAPLAN

If you're taking one of these tests, take Kaplan first. We teach you exactly what the test covers and how you the test taking strategies that lead to success. No one teaches you to think like the test makers better than Kaplan.

KAPLAN HAS MOVED!
CHECK US OUT AT
144 WAYLAND AVENUE
(near Brown U.)
CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST
KAPLAN

The answer to the test question.
"I did. I considered going to college in Florida. Hey, but then I wouldn't have the opportunity to be snowed in, in all places, the Physics building. Just me, some perpetual motion geeks and an electrostatic generator. With only a candy machine and my calling card for recreation."

Whether you're on-campus or off, even if you're studying abroad, the AT&T Calling Card helps you keep in touch.

It's the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls. And once you have your card, you'll never need to apply for another.

Get your Calling Card now and you'll get your first call free.** You'll also become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services that saves students time and money.

So as you can see, the AT&T Calling Card can do an incredible amount of things, for a 1 ounce piece of plastic. So much for the theory of relativity.

To get an AT&T Calling Card, call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 852.
### Career Services

#### Career Programs
- **October 7**
  - "Dressing in the Business World for Men Only!"
    - 6pm Faculty Dining Room
- **October 7**
  - "Dressing in the Business World for Women Only!"
    - 6:30pm Papitto Dining Room

#### Career Workshops

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wed., Oct. 7</td>
<td>9am</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>Interviewing Skills - Part II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon., Oct. 7</td>
<td>9am</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>Employment Letter Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed., Oct. 7</td>
<td>3:30pm</td>
<td>342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurs., Oct. 8</td>
<td>12:30pm</td>
<td>359</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurs., Oct. 8</td>
<td>9:30am</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>Researching Career Options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurs., Oct. 1</td>
<td>1:30pm</td>
<td>278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed., Oct. 7</td>
<td>2:30pm</td>
<td>342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WJMF, Bryant College's Student Radio Station, will be holding their annual Crafts Fair during Parent's Weekend on October 17th. There are still tables available for the show. If you are interested, contact Brad or Dave at 232-6044.

This week's Dress Down Day will benefit The Kristen Hatch Memorial Scholarship Fund.

**10 in 5; that's their goal; to get 10% of the resident population to take part in the Kristen Hatch Memorial Road Race this Sunday. Help make it happen! Register or volunteer today!!**

### MENU OF THE WEEK

**FRIDAY**
- **Breakfast**
  - Hard cooked eggs
  - Eggs to order
  - Pork rolls
  - Home fries
  - Biscuits & gravy
  - Fresh fruit
  - Blueberry coffee cake
- **Lunch**
  - Chili
  - Clam chowder
  - Scallop slaw
  - Macaroni & Cheese
  - Oriental vegetables
  - Pickle potatoes
  - Deli/Grill salads
  - Cole slaw
  - Corn on the cob
  - Dinner
  - Chicken parmesan
  - Fish & chip sandwich
  - Deli/Grill salad bar
  - Cauliflower
  - Carrots
  - Baked potato
  - Assorted desserts
  - Fresh fruit
  - Wheat rolls

**SATURDAY**
- **Breakfast**
  - Hard cooked eggs
  - Eggs to order
  - French toast
  - Sausage links
  - Patty muffin
  - Chicken fritter
  - Beef fried rice
  - Deli/Grill salad bar
  - Fresh fruit
  - Easter egg
  - Hot cheese sandwich
  - Swiss cheese
  - Mashed potatoes
  - Assorted desserts
  - Fresh fruit
  - Wheat rolls

**SUNDAY**
- **Breakfast**
  - Hard cooked eggs
  - Eggs to order
  - Country style eggs
  - Pancakes
  - Hash browns
  - Egg benedict
  - Donuts
  - Poached eggs
  - Fresh fruit
  - Fresh toast
  - Bagels
  - Assorted desserts
  - Assorted vegetables

**MONDAY**
- **Breakfast**
  - Hard cooked eggs
  - Eggs to order
  - Country style eggs
  - Pancakes
  - Hash browns
  - Egg benedict
  - Donuts
  - Poached eggs
  - Fresh fruit
  - Fresh toast
  - Bagels
  - Assorted desserts
  - Assorted vegetables

**TUESDAY**
- **Breakfast**
  - Hard cooked eggs
  - Eggs to order
  - Bacon
  - Eggs benedict
  - Cheese omelet
  - Home fries
  - Apple tarts
  - Donuts/Bagels
  - Fresh fruit
  - Fresh toast
  - Baked potato
  - Lasagna
  - Assorted vegetables

**WEDNESDAY**
- **Breakfast**
  - Hard cooked eggs
  - Eggs to order
  - Bacon
  - Cheese omelet
  - Home fries
  - Apple tarts
  - Donuts/Bagels
  - Fresh fruit
  - Vegetable platter
  - Mixed vegetables
  - Chestnut
  - Fresh fruit
  - Fresh toast
  - Baked potato
  - Lasagna
  - Assorted vegetables

**THURSDAY**
- **Breakfast**
  - Hard cooked eggs
  - Eggs to order
  - Bacon
  - Cheese omelet
  - Home fries
  - Apple tarts
  - Donuts/Bagels
  - Fresh fruit
  - Fresh toast
  - Baked potato
  - Lasagna
  - Assorted vegetables
  - Assorted vegetables

### Special Events
- **Dressing in the Business World for Men Only**
  - On Wednesday, October 7, 1992 at 6:30pm in the Faculty Dining Room, featuring Craig Burkhardt of Burkhardt’s LTD
  - An informative lecture on professional attire covering areas such as:
    - Fundamentals of dressing ‘Wardrobe coordination
    - Tailoring ‘Fabrics

- **Dressing in the Business World for Women Only**
  - On Wednesday, October 7, 1992 at 6:30pm in Papitto Dining Room, featuring Tracy G. Vaughn, Image Consultant
  - An informative lecture on professional attire covering areas such as:
    - Marketing yourself ‘Categories of dress
    - Interviewing clothing ‘Building a wardrobe
    - Color and fabric analysis ‘Do’s and don'ts

### Other Events
- **Career Workshops**
  - Various career-related workshops throughout the week
- **Walk for Women's Safety**
  - Come walk with us! We are walking to raise funds for battered-women’s programs. WEB would like to organize a BRYANT TEAM to walk together on Saturday, October 25th. The walk takes place along the Charles River in Boston. For more information about the walk, finding sponsors, or carpooling to Boston call either of these two team members: Nanci Weinberger (232-6411) or Debbie Easterling (232-6410).
Mike Ivey of Basehead at Club Babyhead.

Around "Their latest video for Dona Everywhere was directed by Penn and Teller, Tim said, "What do they do to magic is what we always wanted to do to rock 'n roll...we want to explode the old myths of rock and roll." One of the many themes of the band is exposed by Sandy, who reads a great deal of literature, and it basically comes down to watch out for the bull in life that the media and politicians will feed you. You probably first heard of TM on MTV when they covered the 2 Live Crew songs in the same Florida club and were arrested and sent to jail to protest censorship laws. They played a lot of really great songs from each of their three great albums, Making Fun of Hawg, Long Live G-Funk, and Ultra Pink Everywhere, What It Is, and Stay at Home. Each song is delivered with passion and a highly-recommended seeing them live.

Next up Gene Loves Jezebel you're still here pursuing a more mainstream sound than some of their previous material. They tried out some new songs that will be on their upcoming release, the guitar and vocals played a great set. Some songs Homeiick and New World. These boys from Minneapolis across the bay from the very foundations.

The Line up for the second of the three great shows at WFNWX, Basehead, Material Issues and Kitchen's at Distinction are. The Cliffs of Dooneen have been playing the Boston clubs since they formed in 1989. Their single name came from the Irish folk song. The Cliffs of Dooneen have a great alternative rock sound with some sort of listening to this music in the CD. He seems more like he would be great in a smoky bar or around a campfire but not on stage. There was nothing visual to communicate his music. An artist stage persona can often sell a song better than someone who is not familiar with their music. Peter Mancuso last Wednesday at Point 16-10 pm. WMFJ. Peter conducted a great interview with Graham Massey. Graham described his influences as coming from the Chicago House and the Detroit Techno communities. 808 State are the Godfathers of the UK rave scene. They have always been at the forefront of acid house techno emerging from the prolific music city of Manchester. You asked about the role of the happy love' voice in their music. They were on West on BBC which I highly recommend. There is not much of their new release. The song was on their first major label release, W6272/Excellent. Basehead are on West on BBC which I highly recommend. There is not much of their new release. The song was on their first major label release, W6272/Excellent.

The final act of the evening was Kitchen's at Distinction. The song Eats Yourself Whole is fantastic. Kitchen's really livened up the crowd as the metal started kicking in and the lyrics which is as disarming as it is beautiful. The Death of God their second album on A&M is really great the haunting lyrics of songs Smiling are wonderful. Their whole sound is very powerful yet with an Eric lead floating over the top of it. They also played on Treating Broadway Station and What Happens Now. Unfortunately at Babyhead the voice was not loud enough to hear over the guitar which spoiled the show somewhat. However, they were playing in Boston at the birthday party of WFNWX they sound man had them mixed right and the show was a lot better.

The third concert was back at Rocky Point Palladium. The Line up went Beefcake, Kingmaker, Mary's Danish and Carter the Unstoppable Sex Machine. Beefcake are from Ipswich in the east of England. A hard core punk sound with the wonderful vocals of Sally Carson floating above the roar of the guitars as her body garners to the powerful rhythms of drummer Steve Fros. Their best song was definitely "Scrog. "Steve really likes Queen but Neil and myself are more into Sonic Youth" said Sally when asked about their influences. Sally said that their American debut CD Killing Time "very rhythmic. The singles Singleton, Neil and Nick Play guitar and bass respectively. Beefcake are a great act both to watch and to listen to. Kingmaker were the second act. Lawrence "Lo" of Basehead on guitar is the front man of this English trio. His Voice is at once soft and sweet and then hard and coarse. Kingmaker have received great reviews from the extremely busy British music press. The song Eats Yourself Whole is fantastic. Kitchen's really livened up the crowd as the metal started kicking in and the lyrics which is as disarming as it is beautiful. The Death of God their second album on A&M is really great the haunting lyrics of songs Smiling are wonderful. Their whole sound is very powerful yet with an Eric lead floating over the top of it. They also played on Treating Broadway Station and What Happens Now. Unfortunately at Babyhead the voice was not loud enough to hear over the guitar which spoiled the show somewhat. However, they were playing in Boston at the birthday party of WFNWX they sound man had them mixed right and the show was a lot better.

The third concert was back at Rocky Point Palladium. The Line up went Beefcake, Kingmaker, Mary's Danish and Carter the Unstoppable Sex Machine. Beefcake are from Ipswich in the east of England. A hard core punk sound with the wonderful vocals of Sally Carson floating above the roar of the guitars as her body garners to the powerful rhythms of drummer Steve Fros. Their best song was definitely "Scrog. "Steve really likes Queen but Neil and myself are more into Sonic Youth" said Sally when asked about their influences. Sally said that their American debut CD Killing Time "very rhythmic. The singles Singleton, Neil and Nick Play guitar and bass respectively. Beefcake are a great act both to watch and to listen to. Kingmaker were the second act. Lawrence "Lo" of Basehead on guitar is the front man of this English trio. His Voice is at once soft and sweet and then hard and coarse. Kingmaker have received great reviews from the extremely busy British music press. The song Eats Yourself Whole is fantastic. Kitchen's really livened up the crowd as the metal started kicking in and the lyrics which is as disarming as it is beautiful. The Death of God their second album on A&M is really great the haunting lyrics of songs Smiling are wonderful. Their whole sound is very powerful yet with an Eric lead floating over the top of it. They also played on Treating Broadway Station and What Happens Now. Unfortunately at Babyhead the voice was not loud enough to hear over the guitar which spoiled the show somewhat. However, they were playing in Boston at the birthday party of WFNWX they sound man had them mixed right and the show was a lot better.

The third concert was back at Rocky Point Palladium. The Line up went Beefcake, Kingmaker, Mary's Danish and Carter the Unstoppable Sex Machine. Beefcake are from Ipswich in the east of England. A hard core punk sound with the wonderful vocals of Sally Carson floating above the roar of the guitars as her body garners to the powerful rhythms of drummer Steve Fros. Their best song was definitely "Scrog. "Steve really likes Queen but Neil and myself are more into Sonic Youth" said Sally when asked about their influences. Sally said that their American debut CD Killing Time "very rhythmic. The singles Singleton, Neil and Nick Play guitar and bass respectively. Beefcake are a great act both to watch and to listen to. Kingmaker were the second act. Lawrence "Lo" of Basehead on guitar is the front man of this English trio. His Voice is at once soft and sweet and then hard and coarse. Kingmaker have received great reviews from the extremely busy British music press. The song Eats Yourself Whole is fantastic. Kitchen's really livened up the crowd as the metal started kicking in and the lyrics which is as disarming as it is beautiful. The Death of God their second album on A&M is really great the haunting lyrics of songs Smiling are wonderful. Their whole sound is very powerful yet with an Eric lead floating over the top of it. They also played on Treating Broadway Station and What Happens Now. Unfortunately at Babyhead the voice was not loud enough to hear over the guitar which spoiled the show somewhat. However, they were playing in Boston at the birthday party of WFNWX they sound man had them mixed right and the show was a lot better.
Delta Kappa Epsilon  
by Sean Leone  
The football season got underway with a win over the Cumnabollers followed by a loss to Sig-Fry.  
Everyone seemed to have a good time at the Red Sox game last Thursday.  
This weekend one of our brothers opted to leave Bryant and join the "WAV" under the alias of the "Irish Hammer." Lastly, the brothers would like to wish Maddog well in his court hearing.

Kappa Delta Rho  
by Tom Foolery  
Over the weekend, the KDR rocked real hard with a great bit of Heaven and Hell. The brothers would like to thank those three of Delta Zeta that came up for Monday Night Football, and to the other sisters there is more college then studying, Hey, how about that Bad Cer... Did you ever see so many girls who had to use the bathroom at once? Congratulations and good luck to all the Sorority pledges.

BEAC  
by Marie Reinstein  
Wednesday morning's meeting in the lobby of Dorm 16, please be on time. We would like to welcome our new sisters, Anne and Birdie, to our chapter. Just a reminder that this Sunday is the Kristian Heath Memorial Football Race. We hope that everyone will make an appearance and show their support. Get psyched and start getting some pledges to go!

Delta Zeta  
by Jesa Lopes and Anna Buonanno  
First off, we would like to congratulate our new pledge class: Kim Telemann, Amy Spanier, Heather Johnson, Amy Charlebone, Stephanie Vau, Loren Krammer, Heather Kirkwood, Andrea Columni, and Debbie Sore. This year guys are the best and we love you!!!

BEAC  
by Marie Reinstein  
Wednesday morning's meeting in the lobby of Dorm 16, please be on time. We would like to welcome our new sisters, Anne and Birdie, to our chapter. Just a reminder that this Sunday is the Kristian Heath Memorial Football Race. We hope that everyone will make an appearance and show their support. Get psyched and start getting some pledges to go!

Beta Sigma Chi  
by Craig Nelson  
As expected, our freshman team won convincingly over the Silver Bulls by a tally of 17-0. This win was a true example of dominating defense as 6 turnovers paved the way. Game honors go to Marty "Bull" Brown for his outstanding interceptions. Our "A" team did not fare as well dropping two close contests to the Division 6A and 5B champions.

Delta Chi  
by Michael Prescott  
The past week was another interesting one for us. First we'd like to say good luck to the sorority pledges. Your time spent pledging will be well worth it. Anyway, Saturday we did the annual tradition of dominating defense as we lost the game and a pair of cleats to DKE. We closed out Saturday with a social on campus, which was well attended by everyone who went to Foxboro this weekend. Happy Birthday Mazz, keep away from the pool next Sunday! We're looking forward to our Alumni Weekend this weekend.

CAMPUS SCENE  
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1992  
Let's hear it for the yearbook!

Phi Sigma Sigma  
by Jennifer Garity  
Welcome to wonderful world of "bio-cops." Isn't IPS doing a great job with the students? Maybe by 2004 they'll start working for the students!!

Student Senate  
by Christine Giamecci  
Hi Everyone! Congratulations to our newest senators! Our new senior senator is Shannon Spora and our sophomore senator is Greg Zatk. The freshmen senators are Sean Connolly, Michelle Henry, Michelle Jaccobine, Dale Mowinski, Danielle Peterson, and Jane Porter.

Phi Kappa Tau  
by Mickey Hart  
Food, depending on where you are, can be a positive experience. In our case, it has been off campus. Thursday was a killer road trip to Wrights Chicken Farm. Sunday, a power spaghetti dinner, courtesy of Mickey the Frugal Gourmet. Now that's a good job yesterday, however, should have a little more spice. Monday gave us an overwhelming turnout of both Phi Sig big sisters and their hot dogs. I think ARA has some serious competition.

Kappa Delta Rho  
by Tom Foolery  
Over the weekend, the KDR rocked real hard with a great bit of Heaven and Hell. The brothers would like to thank those three of Delta Zeta that came up for Monday Night Football, and to the other sisters there is more college then studying. Hey, how about that Bad Cer... Did you ever see so many girls who had to use the bathroom at once? Congratulations and good luck to all the Sorority pledges.

In sports, KDR beat TKE 2-0 during a tight game of Tug of War. Then the brothers decided to Wreck Em instead of playing TEP and then Faber. The KDR Alpha Chi beat KT-L 16-0 way to go guys. Also, the brothers opted to drop the injured Receivor list along with Kevin Wilber and Josh Scoffett. The Faber game was an interesting one. A good job was done by Tim Herlity, Dennis Macconnare, and Ryan Fox in their first game in the big leagues. The brothers will spend the week healing up and come out next week with a full starting squad. Until next week WRECK EM.

The Ledger  
by Michael J. Deito  
I would first like to thank all of the new faces that appeared at our meeting last week. Your interest in the yearbook is greatly appreciated and I can assure you, you will get something out of the yearbook experience as long as you put something in! A special thanks to Kim, Lisa, Kaitlin Linquist, Rachel, Sara, Rachel, and Willie, for all of your help with the senior bible... I couldn't have done it without you.

Attention SENIORS: You should have received your "senior bible" in the mail this week. If you have not, contact the Ledger office and leave your name and box number, we'll be more than happy to send you one.

Please pay attention to the deadlines, especially for senior portraits! These will be taken from October 12th to October 23rd in the Ledger Office (3rd floor of the Bryant Center), from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Sign up at the Info Desk ASAP (Note: A $5.00 sitting fee is required at the time of the sitting.) Remember, Ledger meetings are every Tuesday at 4:00 p.m. in meeting room (3rd floor of the Bryant Center). New members always welcome.
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Phi Kappa Tau  
by Mickey Hart  
Food, depending on where you are, can be a positive experience. In our case, it has been off campus. Thursday was a killer road trip to Wrights Chicken Farm. Sunday, a power spaghetti dinner, courtesy of Mickey the Frugal Gourmet. Now that's a good job yesterday, however, should have a little more spice. Monday gave us an overwhelming turnout of both Phi Sig big sisters and their hot dogs. I think ARA has some serious competition.
Campus, continued from page 10

went on a retreat last weekend. It was held in Ashland, MA at the Warren Center. The purpose of this retreat is to get all the seniors better acquainted. By doing this, it allows the senate to work together as a team more easily. I think I speak for everyone when I say that the retreat was truly a success and that all that we intended to do was accomplished.

On Monday there was another meeting with the administration in order to discuss the alcohol policy. The finalizations on the dimensions for the townhouses are still being determined.

Thanks to all the clubs and organizations for getting your budgets in on time and for being so patient at the meeting! I hope some of you took advantage of the "Meet The Pers" on Tuesday. It was a golden opportunity to get some of your questions answered.

Don't Forget!! Everyone is welcome to the Senate meetings. They are held every Wednesday at 4:00 in Papito Dining Room in the Bryant Center. Hope to see you there! Have a great weekend!! See Ya!

Sigma Phi Epsilon

by Derek Fairfield
and Tim Kennedy

The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon have once again felt the repercussions of the new and improved alcohol policy. The new townhouse has been broken in by all. The weekend went by too fast to remember. Monday Night Football was another great turnout with the rushes and the guests.

Monday's A football game against DKE was a game of unmatched skill, as all brothers walked away with a 34-0 victory. The Bulls played Tuesday against KDP. We'd like to thank the administration for the new peepholes in our doors. Not to mention for the anonymous tip to public safety.

SPB

by Tammy St. Pierre

The Student Programming Board's retreat was very successful. A lot was accomplished and we all grew much stronger. This weekend SPB is co-sponsoring two comedy events for S.U.D.S. Weekend '92 (Student Understanding Drinking Sensitivity). The first is a comedy night at The Comfort, on Friday, which starts at 8:00PM. Donations will be taken at the door for The Kristen Hatch Scholarship Fund. The second, on Saturday night, is Kathy Buckley from "The Tonight Show." She will be performing in the Dining Room from 8-9:00 PM.

Sunday's movie is 'My Cousin Vinny' which is being shown in the auditorium at 7 & 9:15. Our next meeting is Monday at 4:30 in meeting room 2B of the Bryant Center, all are welcome!

Tau Epsilon Phi

by Walter J. Berry

For openers, I'd like to congratulate my pledge class for finally getting initiated. It only took seven months. I would also like to congratulate Man for his spectacular game on Sunday. You are already playing like a veteran.

Socially there was a lot happening with the TEP brothers. Thursday night and Friday night were fun, but Saturday night was intense. Items lost: a chair, a box, and several hats. Caution: one brother hospitalized and a couple others received some bumps and bruises.

In sports TEPA played well against DF-A. The freshman team is looking very strong as well. For the information of the week, "It's 1-5-3 not 123."

 Theta Phi Alpha

by Crissy Turnaron

Hey Theta!! Welcome back. First we like to wish Rosellen a beautiful birthday. Happy 9-day Birthday. And a special birthday with goes out to Mr. Theta!! Congratulations to all the new pledges - Alyson, Katie, Amy, Michelle, Marta, Pam, Rachel, Shirley, Julie and Rachel - Good Luck, Theris Ludden, Leanne and Cindy for the great job.

Thums BETTA for Monday night football.

The question of the week: "Scope or no scope (let's vote)." "If you lived here..." "Puddling...no...carrots." "Mozza, Here little kitty, with a special thanks to Church. "I'm not, my hair is." "Domino, you're three and up." and of course the highlight event, "Jammie with Leanne."----Luna Theatrical!!!!

Tau Kappa Epsilon

by Pete Passanos and Mike Sloboda

First, we would like to congratulate Rolling Stoned for their first victory. Their stunning passing game and crushing defense were unparalleled even by Dan Marino and Lawrence Taylor. Big plays by Jeff and John made the rest of the team unite and look fierce.

Thanks to Delta Zeta for a good time Saturday night. We're going to do it again soon. We hope you enjoyed your birthday Perlman, everyone else had a wonderful time.

The Spartan's always need's caring volunteers for our 24-hour Suicide Hotline.

For information call
272-4516

Women's Rugby

by Sharon Boyle

Congratulations to a fine game on Saturday girls! We played hard and I hope everyone is recovering! All the work paid off as we finished with a 0-4 tie against R.I.C. Let's change that this week and score! It was a great battle in the rain and we thank our few spectators that ventured out to help us kick off our season.

A great job was done by all the new Ruggers, we were glad to see you came back on Monday. The team will be away for our next few games, but we'll let you know when we're back in town. This season is going to be a lot different with many more wins, or at least ties, so be sure you're there to see it!

A special thanks to Johnny P. (oh excuse me) SIR for all his patience with us on Saturday against R.I.C. Okay, so maybe we do need to brush up on our rules of the game. We'll be at Tufts on Saturday at 1:00 if anyone cares to join us. Until next week, keep running girls; it's paying off!!

Women's Soccer Looking To Turn Season Around

Pam Barry
Archway Sports Writer

The women's soccer team started the season 0-3-1, but have the desire to turn the season around to post a winning record by the time they finish the year.

In a game opened against UMASS/Dartmouth on Tuesday the lady Indians were defeated 0-1 despite a strong performance. They were also defeated by Stonehill and St. Michael's and tied Scared Heart 2-2.

In the St. Michael's game they lost 0-2. St. Michael's got two early goals, but Bryant regrouped and was able to hold them off for the rest of the game.

Tri-captain Amy Kempston said, "Everyone plays and everyone has potential. There are several star players."

"We just need to pull it all together to produce a win," she added.

Tennis, continued from page 12

at Newport was canceled due to rain. It is not certain whether or not it will be rescheduled. The team will be home all this week with matches against UMASS/Lowell Friday at 7:00PM, Merrimack College Saturday at 1:00 pm, and St. Michael's College Sunday at 1:00 pm.

With an overall 4-2 record, 3-1 in conference, this week's matches will set the tone for the rest of the season.

The players, along with coach Bob Clarke, are optimistic about the upcoming week. They are trying to use this week as a stepping stone for the rest of the season.

A good week could help them in the long run and keep them on the right track.

Thus far, the scores of the games have not reflected their play and the talent potential on the team.

"Hopefully luck will turn our way soon," Kempston concluded.

The lady Indians will be home tomorrow against Baldwin College at 3:30, Saturday against Merrimack College at 1:00, and Monday against Franklin Pierce College at 3:30. They will then travel to New Hampshire College on Wednesday for a 3:00 pm game.

Attention Men's Track

There is an important meeting for all interested in either indoor or outdoor track.

The meeting will take place TODAY Thursday, October 1 at 4 p.m. in the gym lobby.
SPORTS

Freshman Stuns Crowd at Ray Dwyer Invitational

Angelo Corradino
Archway Sports Writer

The women’s cross country team finished third out of 13 teams in the Rhode Island College Ray Dwyer Invitational last Saturday.

Leading the team was freshman Mandy Lapiere finishing 10th overall with a 20:41, for the three mile course.

The lady Indians also had another five runners in the top 35. Senior Jill Decker finished 15th with a 20:56, followed by sophomore Heather Cronce 21:00. Other finishers; and scorers, for Bryant were Kellie Mc Dermott, Maureen Salmond, Laura Zegdyriu, and Karen Caldonenichi with times of 21:11, 21:26, 21:33, and 22:28 respectively.

“We ran well considering the conditions, they were horrible,” coach Charlie Mandeville said.

“Mandy Lapiere has been running number two, most of the season, and all of the sudden she caught Heather Cronce. She realized she was where she belonged (ahead of the pack),”

“Kellie Mc Dermott, has never run this well in her carrier, finished fourth for us. She really helped us by picking up for Karen Palczynski (who injured her back last week),” Bryant also had her best spread time (the distance between runners) in history: 46 between first and fifth.

“Between one and six which it helps in the final scoring. Non-scorers for Bryant were Jacqui Choletier, Jessica Duval, Jodi Russo, and Jen Guisti.

“If we can break Coast Guard’s top three runner we have a good shot at winning,” Mandeville said when asked about the upcoming meet.

“Hopefully this is our chance to beat Quinipiac, we’ve had a tough season, but we’re ready to win.”

The lady Indians will be home this Saturday at 11:00 a.m. in the Tri-States.

Volleyball Defeats Bentley

Angelo Corradino
Archway Sports Writer

The women’s volleyball team defeated Bentley 13-8, 15-10, 15-10, in their only match of the week.

Defense and teamwork was the key to the win according to coach Karen Mendes. “People are starting to feel more confident about their abilities. We also had a vast improvement in our defense.”

The team was able to overcome Bentley with a record 100 digs and no serve errors.

Freshman Meriah Dean is still one of the players with the most impact on the team. For the second straight week, Meriah, was second on the team in kill percentage with 19 kills in 40 attempts.

“She (Meriah), along with the entire team, played phenomenally,” said Mendes.

“She had a very slow start; it was more like a freshman jitters thing. But she is a tough athlete and she just came through phenomenally,” added Mendes.

Maria Bros is also finding ground as the team leader. “Maria leads by example, and get’s the team pumped for the matches,” Mendes said.

According to Mendes, other players contributed to their success: Kim Pecorotewski, Tazayia Dean, Sue Lee, and Kim Bejewicks helped by playing all-around games.

“Everybody played incredibly well and was extremely aggressive. Everyone on the team except one had 23% or better, so it was an offensive showing as well,” Mendes stated.

The lady Indians as a team hit 30%. “Up until this match our hitting percentage was only 15 for the team, this match we hit 30%, it improved 100%. That was a big hit for us, we’re very consistent with our success, as well as defense,” Mendes stated.

According to Mendes, “Defense wins games” and is a major aspect of the team. They are looking to become a defensive team as well as more aggressive.

Maria’s home match against UMass was postponed due to a oversight in scheduling on Thursday, October 14.

The team will be at Eastern Nazarene Tonight and in the Springfield Invitational this weekend. They will then be at Springfield, once again, Monday and home Wednesday to take on UMass/Dartmouth at 7:00 PM.

Chicago Who?

Angelo Corradino
Archway Sports Writer

If you were peering in the sunken section of the New York newspapers last Wednesday, you probably noticed a significant trade made by the New York Knicks.

In a major three team deal the Knicks sent point guard Mark Jackson to the Los Angeles Lakers for Forward Charles Smith, point guard Doc Rivers, and shooting guard Jio Simkle. The Clippers then gave the Orlando Magic a first round draft pick (in either ’93 or ’94) in exchange for center Stanley Roberts.

This is a major trade in basketball that will have a big effect on the NBA next season. Think back to last year when the Knicks forced the “Unbeatable Bulls” to game seven of the Eastern Conference semi-finals. This sent shock waves throughout the sports world. It was reported “The Knicks are one of two players away from championships.” Well, those players are here.

Early in the summer, the Knicks also acquired Rolando Blackman, Tony Campbell, and Hubert Davis. With the addition of these players, it makes the Knicks a serious contender and threatens the Chicago dynasty that is slowly being built up. Smith, who came play any front court position, will take some of the scoring pressure off Patrick Ewing. “Doc and Rolando are dying to get a championship ring. And Patrick, in my eyes, is one of the best centers in the league. Playing with him, it’s our future,” Smith commented in a September 23rd interview with Clifton Brown.

It’s time for the Championship banner to be raised, once again, to the Madison Square Garden (the real Garden) rafters. This event (winning the championship) would make Patrick Ewing the only one in Garden history to win an NCAA Championship, an Olympic Gold Medal, and a NBA Championship in basketball.

Being a Knicks fan I can’t wait for the upcoming season. With Ewing, Campbell and Smith in the front court and Rivers and Gregory Anthony in the back court this team is almost unstoppable.

They are at least the Eastern Conference Champions but can they win the NBA crown. As a sports writer I have to say yes. As a die-hard fan I have to say yes. We haven’t seen a team like this, in New York, since the 1973 Championship team. Could they match them? Probably not. Can they accomplish what they did? You decide.

Next June should be a busy time at Madison Square Garden, the Knicks will play in the NBA finals and the Rangers will be in the Stanley Cup. Wouldn’t it be great if they both win?

Tennis Swings into Action

Sharie Poils
Archway Sports Writer

The women’s tennis team had a week of ups and downs as they won one and lost two of the matches the team played this week.

Bryant ended their week with by shutting out AIC 9-0 on Tuesday.

Sophomores Dana Tesier and Tabitha Kempter were successful winning easily in their singles matches.

Summala Libby and Pauline Shepard, teaming up for the first time in tournament play, won at number one doubles.

Monday, at Connecticut College, the team lost a tough match 2-7.

The only Bryant highlight of the week was sophomore Tabitha Kent who won a long three set match at 4-6, 6-4, 6-1 in the backcourt against a tough opponent.

She then teamed up with Maria Lovallo in the doubles vs. coast from Connecticut College.

The lady Indians’ had their best match of the week on Friday when they shutout UMass/Dartmouth.

Colleen Dykas won in three sets and Dana Tesier won in straight sets 6-3, 6-4.

Last weekend’s grass tournament completed, tennis, page 11